Abstract-The requirements of multimedia underwater monitoring applications with heterogeneous traffic demands in terms of bandwidth and end-to-end reliability are considered in this article. To address these requirements, a new medium access control protocol named UMIMO-MAC is proposed. UMIMO-MAC is designed to i) adaptively leverage the tradeoff between multiplexing and diversity gain according to channel conditions and application requirements, ii) select suitable transmit power to reduce energy consumption, and iii) efficiently exploit the UW channel, minimizing the impact of the long propagation delay on the channel utilization efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE last few years are seeing a surge in research on underwater acoustic sensor networks [2] - [6] . However, currently available underwater acoustic technology can support only low-data-rate and delay-tolerant applications. Current experimental point-to-point acoustic modems use signaling schemes that can achieve data rates lower than 20 kbit/s with a link distance of 1km over horizontal links. Academic experimental research activities have demonstrated modems for lowcost, short range, and low data rate (1 kbit/s) sensor networks [7] . Data rates as high as 150 kbit/s have been reported, but only on very short-range (≈ 10 m) vertical links, which are unaffected by multipath [8] . Typical commercially available modems provide even lower data rate waveforms [9] - [11] . For example, the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) micromodem [12] , which can be used in small-scale academic testbeds, is based on a frequency hopping, frequency shift Recently, the availability of inexpensive hardware such as CMOS cameras and microphones able to ubiquitously capture multimedia content from the environment is enabling the socalled wireless multimedia sensor networks technology [13] , i.e., wireless systems designed to retrieve video and audio streams, still images, and scalar sensor data from the environment. Similarly, multimedia underwater sensor networks would conceivably enable new applications for underwater multimedia surveillance, undersea exploration, video-assisted navigation and environmental monitoring. However, these applications require much higher data rates than currently available with acoustic technology and more flexible protocol design to accommodate heterogeneous traffic demands in terms of bandwidth, delay, and end-to-end reliability. For example, state-of-the-art predictive encoding of QCIF underwater video sequences, which are characterized by low contrast, generates streams of size in the order of several tens of kbit/s (e.g., [14] ). Data rates at least twice as high are needed to transmit video over multi-hop paths with half duplex modems. There is, therefore, an urgent need to develop high-date-rate underwater acoustic communication technologies to support delay-sensitive multimedia sensor network applications with high bandwidth demands. To accommodate such traffic demands, we propose to leverage the potential of multiple-inputmultiple-output (MIMO) transmission techniques on acoustic links and to develop new cross-layer communication protocols to adaptively exploit the performance increase offered by MIMO links under the unique challenges posed by the underwater environment.
The MIMO transceiver technology has attracted considerable attention in radio-frequency (RF) communications since the early 2000's [15] , [16] . Instead of mitigating the impact of multipath fading, MIMO systems are able to exploit rich scattering and multipath fading to provide higher spectral efficiencies without increasing power and bandwidth. Hence, MIMO technology has the potential to take advantage of the rich scattering and multipath of the underwater acoustic environment to increase data transmission rates and improve link reliability. This idea is also being recognized by the underwater acoustic communication community in recent years. In [17] - [22] , the feasibility of MIMO systems and related coding and modulation was tested for underwater acoustic communications and significant performance improvement was demonstrated compared with the conventional SISO system architecture. Experimental studies on underwater MIMO transmission techniques include [17] , [18] , [20] , [23] - [25] and limited previous work on theoretical link performance optimization and analysis [22] , [26] . The impact of the capabilities of MIMO links on higher layer protocols in underwater networks is however substantially unexplored. The objective of this paper is therefore to explore the capabilities of underwater MIMO links, and to leverage these at the medium access control layer. In particular, 1) We identify how the capabilities of MIMO links, in particular the tradeoff between transmission data rate and link error probability, impact MAC protocol design in underwater networks; 2) We develop a new MAC layer protocol called UMIMO-MAC that leverages MIMO capabilities to allow more flexible and efficient utilization of the underwater channel with respect to existing protocols. In particular, UMIMO-MAC is fully distributed and relies on lightweight message exchange. Moreover, UMIMO-MAC adapts its behavior to the condition of environmental noise, channel, and interference to maximize the network throughput or minimize the energy consumption, according to the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the traffic being transmitted; 3) We show how the principles that UMIMO-MAC is based upon can constitute basic building blocks to provide differentiated levels of QoS in underwater networks, and advance in the direction of studying feasibility, limits, and solutions to transport multimedia traffic in underwater networks. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review recent literature on MAC layer protocols for underwater acoustic networks and on protocol design for wireless networks with MIMO links. In Section III, we introduce an underwater acoustic MIMO transceiver model. In Section IV, our proposed MAC protocol named UMIMO-MAC is introduced. In Section V, we assess the performance of the proposed solutions through simulation experiments. Finally, in Section VI, we draw the main conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Apart from studies concerned with acoustic communications at the physical layer [27] , [28] , recent research is concentrating on developing solutions at the medium access control (MAC) [29] , [30] and network layers of the protocol stack. In [6] , we proposed UW-MAC, a distributed MAC protocol tailored for UW-ASNs for which extensive carefully crafted simulations demonstrated that it achieves high network throughput, low channel access delay, and low energy consumption. UW-MAC is a transmitter-based code-division multiple access (CDMA) scheme that incorporates a novel closed-loop distributed algorithm to set the optimal transmit power and code length. In [31] , a hybrid medium access control protocol is described, which includes a scheduled portion to eliminate collisions and a random access portion to adapt to changing channel conditions.
In [4] , two distributed routing algorithms are introduced for delay-insensitive and delay-sensitive applications. The proposed routing solutions allow each node to select the optimal next hop, transmitting power, and strength of the forward error correction algorithm, with the objective of minimizing the energy consumption. In [32] , Harris and Zorzi study tradeoffs in the design of energy efficient routing protocols for underwater networks. In particular, an analysis is conducted that shows the strong dependence of the available bandwidth on the transmission distance, which is a peculiar characteristic of the underwater environment (see also Stojanovic [33] ). Other significant recent studies consider delay-reliability tradeoff analysis (Zhang and Mitra [34] ), the benefits achievable with cooperative communications (Mitra et al. [35] ), and multi-path routing (Cui [36] ).
Previous work has focused on developing MAC protocols for terrestrial wireless ad hoc networks with MIMO links. In particular, in [37] , centralized and distributed MAC protocols for ad hoc networks with MIMO links called StreamControlled Medium Access (SCMA) are proposed. Throughput is increased by simultaneously transmitting multiple independent data streams on the same channel. In [38] , a MIMO MAC protocol for ad hoc networks named MIMOMAN is proposed. The network throughput is enhanced by allowing simultaneous multiple communications at a higher data rate. However, the protocols in [37] and [38] do not consider the requirements of multimedia traffic, and consequently are not designed to leverage the multiplexing-diversity tradeoff typical of MIMO systems. In [39] , a CDMA-based MAC protocol for wireless ad hoc networks is proposed, which deals with the near-far problem and interference margin. However, the considered near-far interference problem and receiver reservation do not consider the long propagation delay.
III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Underwater Propagation Model
Underwater acoustic propagation [40] is substantially different from its RF counterparts [16] 
In (1) More details can be found in [41] .
B. Acoustic MIMO Transceiver Model
We consider an underwater acoustic sensor network in which each node has transmit elements and receive elements (e.g., hydrophones). When a node sends information to another node, its bit stream is split into sub streams and each sub stream is transmitted by one of the transmit elements. All transmit elements transmit sub bit streams simultaneously to the receiver with the same carrier frequency and bandwidth. In a narrowband scenario, the received signal at the receiver can be modeled as
where
, is the transmitted signal from transmit element , and
is the noise vector whose components are modeled as independent circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. In (2) 
} is the channel matrix whose component ℎ , ( ) denotes the channel fading coefficient between transmit element , 1 ≤ ≤ , and receive element , 1 ≤ ≤ . We assume that the channel matrix is known at the receiver side, but unknown at the transmitter side. The transmitted signal vector ( ) is assumed to satisfy a power constraint ∑ =1 | ( )| 2 = 1, i.e., the total transmitted power is no matter how many transmit elements are deployed at the transmit node. Moreover, we assume that the channel is heavily affected by multipath fading (saturated condition, see [42] ) as it is often the case in shallow water [2] .
C. Multiplexing and Diversity Tradeoff
The frequency-dependent attenuation significantly limits the maximum usable frequency and thus the available communication bandwidth [43] . MIMO transmissions is thus an ideal way to increase data rates for underwater acoustic communications, in which independent data streams can be sent out in parallel by multiple transmit elements in the same frequency band. The increased spectral efficiency is termed multiplexing gain [44] . At the receiver side, the receiver can demodulate each of the data streams by nulling out the others with a decorrelator [45] .
Besides increasing transmission rates, MIMO can also be used to reduce the received signal error probability and hence to improve the communication link reliability. By sending signals that carry the same information through different channels, multiple faded copies of the data information can be obtained at the receiver. Such a redundancy is termed diversity [44] and can be quantified in terms of diversity gain . The average error probability can be reduced in an order of 1/ at high SNR, so the higher the diversity gain, the higher the reliability of the receiver detection.
Therefore, underwater acoustic communications can benefit from MIMO in two aspects: multiplexing gain and diversity gain. Unfortunately, these two gains cannot be optimized independently and there is a tradeoff between them: higher multiplexing gain can be obtained at the price of sacrificing diversity gain, and vice versa. In an RF scenario, for any targeting multiplexing gain , the maximum diversity gain is [44] ( ) = ( − )( − ), which depends on the numbers of transceiver elements and .
IV. UMIMO-MAC
Let us consider a network of acoustic devices in a multihop environment, and assume that each sensor node is equipped with = = transceiver elements. For each packet transmission, each device can encode the information bits to be transmitted in parallel independent streams, with ∈ 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , . Given the number of independent streams , and given a family of space-time codes , a multiplexing gain ( ) and a diversity gain ( ) are defined according to the multiplexing and diversity tradeoff.
Formally, given the number of transceiver elements at the transmitter and the receiver, and given a set of space time codes
, with being the size of the space of transmission modes, are defined between a transmitter and a receiver. Each transmission mode is associated to a transmission rate (or simply rate)
[bit/s],
, a multiplexing gain , and a diversity gain , with the transmission rate increasing with the multiplexing gain, and the bit error rate decreasing with increasing diversity gain.
To explore the relevance of the above decision space to protocol design, let us consider a multimedia application with bandwidth requirement and bit error rate . We consider a MIMO CDMA environment [46] [47] , where a node needs to transmit a packet to a predetermined neighboring node . To accomplish this, node needs to: i) limit the near-far effect when it transmits to node ; and ii) avoid impairing ongoing communications. These two constraints can be formulated as follows:
The first inequality in (3) states that the signal-to-noise ratio ( ) at the receiver needs to be above the SNR threshold Φ ( , ), i.e., the value that guarantees the bit error rate required by the application , given the current interference-to-noise ratio at the receiver, and a choice of transmission mode that determines a multiplexing gain . The SNR at is expressed as the ratio between the power received at ( ) and the receiver noise .
[W] represents the power transmitted by to when an ideal channel (without multipath, i.e., = 0 dB) is assumed, while and are the transmission losses from to and from to ∈ , with being the set of nodes whose ongoing communications may be affected by node 's transmit power, respectively. Finally,
[W] and [W] are the noise power at nodes and , respectively. The second inequality in (3) represents the same constraint for all transmitters affected by the communication between
and . There, [W] represents the received power of the signal being decoded by a receiver ∈ . Note that the interference-to-noise ratio at is expressed as the sum of the interference-to-noise ratio at plus an additional component caused by 's transmission to .
Φ (⋅) depends on the bit error rate and the interference to noise ratio at the receiver. However, the SNR threshold Φ , as expressed by its dependence on , is also a function of the given choice of transmission mode, i.e., of the multiplexitydiversity tradeoff. Hence, to accommodate the requirements of the application, node has two choices: 1) For a fixed transmit power , use a transmission mode with multiplexing gain associated to a SNR threshold Φ (⋅) that is low enough to provide the required ; 2) For a fixed transmission mode with multiplexing gain , set its transmit power to the minimum value that guarantees the required .
A. The UMIMO-MAC Protocol
In addition to the objectives previously stated, UMIMO-MAC is designed to reduce the effect of long propagation delays on the channel utilization efficiency, and to efficiently disseminate local information that is needed to make distributed, localized, decisions. We will describe in the following how a suitable transmission mode is selected at the receiver. We refer to Fig. 3 , where a transmitter willing to communicate with a receiver is depicted. Let us introduce the following:
Definition 1: The upper bound on transmit power is the maximum transmit power that will not impair ongoing communications for all neighbors of transmitter . For example, is the maximum of in the second inequality in (3).
Definition 2: The lower bound on transmit power , is the minimum transmit power needed to decode a packet at the receiver with the required BER for a given transmission mode . As shown in the first inequality in (3), , is the minimum of . Definition 3: The assigned transmit power * is the transmit power assigned to transmitter after negotiation with receiver .
Definition 4: The receiver's interference tolerance Δ is the maximum additional interference that will not impair the ongoing communication for receiver .
Definition 5: The finish receive time is the time at which receiver will finish receiving packets whose transmission has already been negotiated.
In UMIMO-MAC, each transmitter is assumed to know the distance from to receiver and the distance from to ∈ . Each transmitter is also assumed to be capable of estimating the transmission loss . Moreover, each receiver is capable of estimating the multiple access interference (MAI) , noise power , distance , and transmission loss between transmitter and receiver . Figure 1 depicts the flowchart of UMIMO-MAC, and Fig.  2 illustrates the basic operations and timing of the UMIMO-MAC protocol. The protocol employs Intent to Send (ITS) and Mode to Send (MTS) control packets to negotiate and regulate channel access among competing nodes. Note that while this may seem to be analogous to the 802.11-like carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance protocols (CSMA-CA), the analogy with CSMA-CA is limited to the two-way handshake -UMIMO-MAC does not employ carrier sense, and there is no collision avoidance mechanism. In addition, unlike 802.11-like protocols, a single ITS-MTS handshake is used to transmit a block of consecutive packets 1 . This is done to improve the utilization efficiency of the underwater channel. ITS and MTS are transmitted using a common spreading code which is known by all nodes.
The ITS contains i) the parameters that will be used by the transmitter to generate the spreading code for the data packet, ii)
, the upper bound on the transmit power, and iii) the total number of packets that will be transmitted back-toback. Based on this information, the receiver will be able to locally generate the spreading code that the transmitter will use to send data packets. Based on , the receiver will calculate the appropriate transmit power for the transmitter as will be described in Section IV-E. Besides, by overhearing the ITS, the transmitter's neighbors can become aware of the time when the transmitter will end its transmission.
The MTS contains i) the chosen transmission mode, i.e., the multiplexing and diversity tradeoff, ii) the assigned transmit power * , iii) the receiver's interference tolerance Δ , and iv) the finish receive time . The chosen transmission mode and the assigned transmit power will be used by the transmitter to generate the signal. However, power and transmission mode are selected at the receiver, since the latter can be responsive to the dynamics of the channel based on local measurements and consequently control loss recovery and rate adaptation. With suitable transmission mode and transmit power obtained by ITS/MTS handshake, the transmitter will not impair ongoing communications, and the receiver will not be impaired by ongoing communications. Therefore, the retransmission probability is reduced, thus avoiding feedback overheads and latency. The receiver's interference tolerance and finish receive time are used by the neighbors of the receiver to determine their own upper bound on transmission power. DATA and ACK are then transmitted using the assigned spreading code. ITS, MTS, and ACK are transmitted using the highest diversity gain, i.e., minimum-rate transmission mode, to minimize the packet loss probability. Note that transmission mode and transmit power are selected at the receiver 2 . A transmitter continuously monitors the channel for incoming ITSs and MTSs from its neighbors. Based on this, the transmitter infers whether its neighbors are involved in other communications; if this is the case, the time at which each neighbor will finish receiving data. Hence, transmitter decides when to transmit an ITS according to the information overheard in previous ITS or MTS packets. Three scenarios are possible: 1) If no ITS or MTS was received by from the intended receiver , assumes that is idle, and transmits the ITS immediately; 2) If receiver recently sent an ITS to a node different from , transmitter knows that the intended receiver is currently transmitting data. Transmitter may or may not know when will finish transmitting data. If previously overheard an MTS from the receiver of 's transmission (for example 1 in Fig. 3 ), then knows 's finish transmit time. Otherwise, can estimate the finish transmit time by assuming that transmits all packets at the lowest-rate transmission mode. Besides, may retransmit data, and it will transmit another ITS after its finish transmit time. Therefore, waits the propagation delay time from to after 's finish transmit time, and transmits an ITS immediately if does not receive any message from its receiver in order to avoid transmitting while is still busy and not listening to . However, the nodes for which receiver is also their next hop get the same information from 's ITS. Note that the collision probability of ITSs is low because their propagation delays to the same receiver are different, as will be discussed in Section IV-B. The effect of long propagation delay in underwater reduces the probability of collisions. 3) If receiver previously sent an MTS, transmitter knows that is busy receiving data from another node. Hence, will defer transmission until 's finish receive time (which knows since it was contained in the MTS) plus the propagation delay time from to . Node waits the 2 Note also that we do not broadcast the rate and remaining number of packets on the common code at the beginning of each data packet to help neighbors better track the remaining transmission time since the remaining transmission time can only be calculated after the receiver chooses the transmission mode, and broadcasting information using the common code at the beginning of each data packet would increase the collision probability of control packets propagation delay time to prevent from transmitting to its next hop immediately after it receives data. In UMIMO-MAC, a node transmits the received packet immediately if its next hop is free to reduce the queueing delay and avoid buffer overflows. During the waiting time, transmitter can potentially receive ITS and MTS packets from its neighbors and update information on ongoing transmissions accordingly. If another node wants to transmit packets to , will defer its transmission schedule and receive these packets first, i.e., nodes accept packets that have already been transmitted to reduce the channel access delay.
The transmitter does not know the actual interference at the receiver side. Thus, the transmitter can only provide information about its upper bound on transmit power. Transmission mode and transmit power are then chosen at the receiver. After transmitting the ITS, instead of just waiting idle for the MTS, which will contain the assigned transmission mode and transmit power, the transmitter starts transmitting packets using the lowest-rate transmission mode data rate. This is done to improve the channel efficiency and thus reduce the effect of the long propagation delays. Immediately after transmitting the ITS, the transmitter waits for seconds and then transmits packets at the lowest-rate transmission mode with appropriate transmit power, as will be discussed in Section IV-C. corresponds to the MTS transmission delay plus a turn-around time that is needed by the transceiver electronics to switch between receive and transmit mode, which can be obtained as
where [bit] is the MTS size, [chip/bit] is the spreading code length, [chip/s] is the channel chip rate, and is the turn-around time needed by the transceiver electronics to switch between receive and transmit mode. Note that = 1 , i.e., the lowest-rate transmission mode. Besides, the number of lowest-rate transmission mode packets can be obtained as
where¯is the sound velocity and [bit] is the packet size. In (5), the time interval that can be used to transmit lowest-rate transmission mode packets is ( 2⋅¯− ), i.e., twice the propagation delay from transmitter to receiver minus the time to transmit the MTS, . The transmission delay of a packet at the lowest data rate is ⋅ . Thus, the number of lowest-rate transmission mode packets is the round towards minus infinity of ( 2⋅¯− ) / ⋅ . The receiver will transmit the MTS immediately after receiving the ITS, and the transmitter will transmit packets at the data rate indicated on the MTS at the assigned transmit power immediately after receiving the MTS. After receiving all packets, the receiver will immediately transmit the ACK.
If the transmitter and the receiver are close to each other, i.e., is small, (5) would be zero. The transmitter will start to transmit packets after it receives the MTS when it has 2 or more packets. However, if it has only one packet to send, it will not wait for the MTS. The transmitter will transmit the only packet using the lowest-rate transmission mode, and then wait for the ACK from the receiver.
If the transmitter receives an ACK requesting retransmissions, it will first wait for a interval, since the receiver will transmit its ITS immediately after the ACK if its next hop is idle. If no ITS is overheard, the transmitter will transmit its own ITS for retransmission, which will likely not collide with other ITSs because of the effect of long propagation delay. In fact, if multiple nodes intend to use the same next hop, the closest-to-the-next-hop wins the transmission because its lower propagation delay causes its ITS to arrive earlier than all others.
B. Analysis of Control Packet Collisions
Since DATA and ACK packets are transmitted using transmitter-specific spreading codes, collisions only occur when transmitting ITS or MTS packets. However, there is no backoff mechanism in our proposed protocol. In fact, as will be shown in this section, in underwater networks packets retransmitted after a collision are unlikely to collide again. This is caused by the high propagation delay.
A transmitter retransmits an ITS at the expiration of a timer that is started after transmitting the ITS and set to + 2⋅¯, i.e., the time at which should received an MTS from receiver . Conversely, a receiver will not retransmit an MTS when an MTS collides since the corresponding transmitter will retransmit the ITS if the timer expires. In UMIMO-MAC, the probability that two retransmitted ITSs will collide with one another again is very small. Considering again the scenario depicted in Fig. 3 
The expression in (6) shows that a collision on retransmitted packets will never happen if the difference of the distance between the two transmitting nodes and the receiver is larger than ⋅¯; furthermore, a collision may or may not happen if the distance is about the same. Furthermore, we can state that additional collisions on retransmissions will never happen when
For example, if = 10 Bytes, = 7, = 100 kcps, and¯= 1500 m/s, the ITSs of the two transmitting nodes with a difference in the distance from the receiver of more than 8.4 m will never collide again after retransmission. The analysis above provides the rationale for not using a backoff mechanism in underwater and in general on propagation media affected by high propagation delay.
C. Upper Bound on the Transmit Power
As discussed above, the transmitter evaluates its upper bound on the transmit power according to local information obtained by overhearing MTSs from its neighbors, as shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, the upper bound on the transmit power is calculated by the transmitter as
where is the maximum transmit power dictated by hardware constraints, Δ is the interference tolerance of node ∈ , represents the current time and is the finish receive time of node ∈ . After transmitting the ITS, the transmitter will transmit packets at the lowest-rate transmission mode until it receives the MTS from the receiver. The transmit power used for lowest-rate packets is
where Δ ℎ is the threshold such that the transmit power will not impair ongoing communications for neighbors, and leave some interference tolerance to them. Since the interference tolerance of the transmitter's neighbors will be very limited if the transmit power is close to the upper bound on transmit power, it is necessary to leave some tolerance for the transmitter's neighbors to overcome additional interference. The transmit power is also defined by (9) for control packets. Since the power in (9) is below the maximum allowable transmit power defined in (8) , control packets will not impair ongoing DATA packet transmissions.
D. Lower Bound on the Transmit Power
The receiver evaluates its lower bound on the transmit power according to its perceived interference, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The interference to noise ratio (INR) is = . Interference coming from nodes one hop away is also considered, but the effect is relatively small since acoustic signals attenuate considerably. Therefore, for a given transmission mode , , , which is the minimum power needed to decode packet with the required BER, can be obtained as
Figure 4 graphically illustrates steps and variables involved in calculating
, . The plot in Fig. 4 represents the bit error rate (BER) of an underwater acoustic MIMO channel, against varying values of interference-to-noise ratio (on the horizontal axis), for different values of the signal-to-noise ratio and of the transmission mode (each associated to a multiplexing gain ). Receiver estimates the (45 dB in the figure, indicated by a vertical solid line) and has a target of 0.001 (indicated by an horizontal solid line). This defines a set of candidate curves, each of which corresponds to a different allocation of power and choice of a transmission mode, which are able to provide the required target for the given interference conditions. If, for each transmission mode, we set lower bound on the transmit power to the value corresponding to the minimum-SNR curve within the set of candidate curves, in the example in the figure we get Φ 1 = 32 dB with = 1, and Φ 2 = 35.7 dB with = 2. Therefore, once the desired level of multiplexing gain is determined (i.e., the transmission mode), the lower bound on the transmit power can be calculated.
E. Joint Selection of Transmission Mode and Transmit Power
Based on the above discussion, transmit mode and power are selected by the receiver. As shown in Fig. 5 , while for different choices of transmission mode the upper bound on the transmit power does not vary, the lower bound on the transmit power is different, since resiliency to errors increases with a higher diversity gain and thus allows for a lower transmit power for a given target BER. If the transmit power is chosen to be close to the upper bound, the interference tolerance of transmitter neighbors will be very limited. Conversely, if the transmit power is chosen too close to the lower bound, the interference tolerance of the receiver will be very limited. Thus, it is necessary to avoid transmission modes for which upper bound and lower bound are too close. These considerations lead to the following "Joint Selection of Transmission Mode and Power" strategy as a lexicographic goal programming (LGP) problem [48] .
P: Joint Selection of Transmission Mode and Power
Given: , , ,
Find:
* , *
Lex. Maximize: ( , Δ )
Subject to:
The transmit power margin,
evaluates how close are the upper and lower bounds for a given transmission mode . According to different traffic demands, we choose different levels of multiplexing gain and diversity gain . For delay-sensitive traffic, e.g., video streams, we first choose the highest allowable to maximize throughput and decrease delay. After choosing the multiplexing gain, the transmission mode that yields maximum transmit power margin is selected. Then, the assigned transmit power is calculated as * = , * + Δ , where Δ ≤ Δ ℎ is a suitable margin. Alternatively, for non-real-time data, we can lexicographically maximize ( , Δ ) and choose the highest allowable to minimize power consumption and limit interference to neighboring transmissions 3 .
F. Interference tolerance and finish receive time
After selecting transmission mode and transmit power, the receiver can calculate the interference tolerance and finish receive time. For a given transmit power, the signal to noise ratio is
. Hence, the receiver has tolerance to overcome additional interference, and the interference tolerance can be obtained as
where Ψ(⋅) is the threshold interference-to-noise ratio, which depends on , , and . An example of how to calculate the interference tolerance is shown in Fig. 6 . Let us assume that receiver knows that the selected * is 2, is 40 dB, is 0.001, and is 45 dB. Hence, Ψ needs to be 49.2 dB. The interference tolerance of receiver can then be calculated according to (12) . The receiver also informs its neighbors of when it will finish receiving packets. According to Fig. 2 , the receiver calculates its finish receive time after receiving the ITS. Hence, it calculates the finish receive time as
where [bit] is the packet size, is the total number of packets that will be transmitted back-to-back, and is the number of lowest-rate transmission mode packets, as in (5) . In (13) , the first term is the time when receiver finishes receiving the ITS from transmitter . The second term represents the MTS transmission delay, and the third term accounts for the propagation delay from receiver to transmitter and from transmitter to receiver . The last term represents the transmission delay of the remaining packets. Remember that transmitter waits for and then starts transmitting packets using the lowest-rate transmission mode. Hence, some packets are transmitted before transmitter receives the MTS. Besides, the transmission delay of the assigned transmission mode packet is ⋅ * ⋅ . Therefore, we can calculate the transmission delay of the remaining packets.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have developed a discrete-event object-oriented packetlevel simulator to assess the performance of the proposed cross-layer protocol. MIMO links are simulated by incorporating an acoustic MIMO link module, which we have developed to assess MIMO gains on underwater acoustic links. The physical-layer MIMO link module models the underwater acoustic signal propagation channel with path loss, multipath, and underwater delays. The MIMO link module generates bit error rate curves in terms of input parameters such as the link distance, the numbers of transmit/receive elements, choice of space-time codes, total transmit power, acoustic noise level, Doppler spread and correlation among different channels. For example, Fig. 4 is obtained through our underwater MIMO module and represents a comparison of the bit error rate (BER) of an underwater acoustic link, against varying values of interference-to-noise ratio ( = , on the horizontal axis), for different values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), with a MIMO diversity, MIMO multiplexing, and SISO system, respectively. We considered a MIMO-CDMA environment [46] , [47] , with fixed length spreading code length 7, and two transmit and receive antennas. The other simulation parameters are the same as described in [6] .
We evaluate the performance of UMIMO-MAC in a threedimensional shallow water environment. In addition, we compare UMIMO-MAC with a simple ALOHA MAC protocol, and against UW-MAC [6] . Note that in [6] , UW-MAC had been shown to consistently outperform CSMA/CA (with and without power control), and IEEE 802.11. Finally, to explore the multiplexing-diversity tradeoff, we compare the full UMIMO-MAC protocol with simplified non-adaptive versions of the protocol that transmit at full multiplexing or full diversity. Note that all figures are obtained by averaging over multiple topologies and report 95% confidence intervals. We set the chip rate to 100 kcps, the spreading code length to 7, the maximum transmission power to 10 W, the data packet size to 250 Bytes, ITS, MTS, and ACK size to 10 Bytes. We do not consider or account for a physical-layer preamble in this paper. Still, we believe that the comparison among competing protocols is fair since all would equally need a preamble. In addition, we consider an initial node energy of 1000 J, a maximum number of retransmissions equal to 4, and a queue size of 10 kBytes. All deployed sensors are sources of traffic and are randomly deployed in a 3D shallow water scenario with volume of 500x500x50 m 3 . Traffic packets are transmitted to a surface station. In the simulations presented in this Section, two transmission modes are defined between a transmitter and a receiver, (d = 2, r = 1) and (d = 1, r = 2), where d is the diversity gain and r is the multiplexing gain. These simple schemes are used in the simulation results reported in Fig. 4 . We emphasize, however, that our algorithms can be applied to arbitrary transmission modes, with additional performance gains. The number of hops depends on the distance between source and destination, and the transmission radius varies with transmit power. The propagation delay is more than 10 times compared with the control packet transmission delay in this simulation, and the simulator handles interferences and collisions from all nodes in the network. In Figs. 7 to 9 , we evaluate UMIMO-MAC's scalability and resilience to channel collisions by varying the number of sensors. In Figs. 10 to 12 , we vary the packet interarrival time to measure the effect of traffic.
In the first set of simulations, we set the packet inter-arrival time to 20 s to avoid buffer overflows. When the number of sensors increases, the collision probability increases. In Fig. 7 , ALOHA is shown to suffer from more collisions and packet retransmissions. UW-MAC 4 reduces the collision probability, but both ALOHA and UW-MAC are not aware of when the receiver is idle. Hence, it may happen that packets are transmitted while the receiver is busy with another transmission/reception. Thus, the number of packets dropped after exceeding the maximum number of retransmissions is even higher than the number of successfully received packets. In UMIMO-MAC, only ITS and MTS packets can collide, and their size is smaller than a regular data packet size. Conversely, by overhearing ITSs and MTSs from neighbors, UMIMO-MAC decides when to transmit an ITS. This reduces the collision probability, leading to a higher packet delivery ratio. Since UMIMO-MAC Full Multiplexing always selects full multiplexing gain to transmit packets, the transmit power may exceed the upper bound and increase the retransmission probability of ongoing transmission, thus reducing the network throughput. Figure 8 shows the average delay of successfully received packets. Without up-to-date information from neighbors, ALOHA and UW-MAC do not know if the receiver is idle. This causes retransmission, and increases overall delay for successfully received packets is increased. Moreover, ALOHA and UW-MAC drop a significant amount of packets and their throughput is much lower than UMIMO-MAC. Somewhat surprisingly, the delay of UMIMO-MAC Full Diversity is higher than UMIMO-MAC even though the former always selects full diversity gain. Interestingly, UMIMO-MAC Full Multiplexing shows higher delay than UMIMO-MAC Full Diversity. The higher retransmission probability affects the end-to-end delay because of the high propagation delay in underwater. In Fig.  9 , UMIMO-MAC is shown to considerably reduce the energy consumption by selecting suitable transmit power compared with both ALOHA and UW-MAC. The transmitter in UW-MAC knows its neighbors' MAI from periodic broadcast, and selects the transmit power at the transmitter side to reduce the energy consumption. However, it consumes energy on periodic broadcasts, and its performance is lower when the number of sensors is small. Unlike UW-MAC, which depends on periodic broadcasts, UMIMO-MAC selects the transmit power at the receiver side, which provides more accurate information to the transmitter. Moreover, UMIMO-MAC Full Diversity has lower energy consumption than UMIMO-MAC, but its delay is higher.
In Figs. 10 to 12 , we set the number of sensors to 10 to avoid a high number of collisions caused by multiple sensors accessing the channel simultaneously. In Fig. 10 , the throughput of UMIMO-MAC is shown to be higher than ALOHA and UW-MAC under heavy traffic. The number of dropped packets caused by buffer overflows or by exceeding the maximum number of retransmissions is still much lower than ALOHA and UW-MAC. Besides, the collision probability is lower in this scenario, and the benefit of UW-MAC in reducing collisions is not significant. UMIMO-MAC transmits a block of consecutive packets, which increases the channel utilization efficiency and consequently the throughput.
Finally, in Fig. 11 , we observe that the average delay of successfully received packets of UMIMO-MAC is lower than ALOHA and UW-MAC under heavy traffic conditions. This is because UMIMO-MAC can transmit multiple packets in a train, thus saving a considerable amount of energy (Fig. 12 ).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed, discussed and analyzed a medium access control protocol for underwater acoustic sensor networks with MIMO links. UMIMO-MAC adaptively leverages the tradeoff between multiplexing and diversity gain. Moreover, in a crosslayer fashion, UMIMO-MAC jointly selects optimal transmit power and transmission mode through the cooperation of transmitter and receiver to achieve the desired level of reliability and data rate according to application needs and channel condition. UMIMO-MAC was shown to consistently outperform ALOHA and UW-MAC in terms of network throughput, average delay and energy consumption under several different simulation scenarios.
